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ABSTRACT 

 

Radio resource management (RRM) is the system level control of co-channel interference and other radio 

transmission characteristics in wireless communication systems. In this paper we first analyze a utility 

function based access selection (UFAS) method. Then we investigate a radio resource management and 

network selection scheme in heterogeneous wireless network. We propose an economic model to allocate 

radio resources for Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) Networks and Wireless local Area (WLAN) 

networks. Moreover we formulate and solve the optimization problem in WLAN and CDMA networks and 

simulate those equations using MATLAB. Simulated results show that the proposed scheme can achieve 

more number of users and more social welfare which outperform the utility function based access selection 

method. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The ever growing demand for multimedia services, high mobility and global connectivity has 

resulted in recent years in an exploration of new technologies for wireless communication 

systems. Interworking between 3G mobile system and WLAN system are gaining high interest. 

As a matter of fact, 3GPP has organized task forces to investigate the interworking between 

WLAN and CDMA networks. Quality of service (QOS) can provide the means to manage the 

network resources. QoS allows for better use of the existing network infrastructure, improve 

service to the network users and reduces the cost of providing these services. One of the main 

goals of QoS is to provide priority including dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency 

and improved loss characteristics. A WLAN provides wireless network communication over short 

distances using radio or infrared signals instead of traditional network cabling. Network security 

remains an important issue for WLANs. WLANs are built by attaching a device called the access 

point (AP) to the edge of the wired network. WLAN system can be a complementary radio-access 

technology to 3G systems in providing more bandwidth and economic revenues. Mobile nodes in 

such heterogeneous wireless networks are expected to have the capability of selecting a proper 

access network to ensure service consistency and continuity. Radio resource management (RRM)  
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involves strategies and algorithms for controlling parameters such as transmit power, channel 

allocation, data rate, error coding scheme, modulation scheme, handover criteria etc. One of the 

objective is to use the limited radio spectrum resources and radio network infrastructure as 

efficiently as possible. Heterogeneous network is basically used in wireless network using 

different access technologies. A wireless network which provides services through wireless LAN 

and is able to maintain services when switching to a cellular network is called heterogeneous 

networks. We have simulated for Utility function based access selection method (UFAS). This 

method has been proposed to determine which cell is most suitable for a mobile node’s service 

request in heterogeneous WCDMA and WLAN networks. UFAS method achieves larger system 

throughput than a Policy - Enabled (PE) handoff decision method. This method can reduce 

handoff occurrence rate. 
 

2. INTEGRATION OF WLAN AND UMTS: 
 

In this paper, we consider the heterogeneous networking environment that is built on CDMA and 

WLAN wireless-access technologies. The internetworking architecture can either be a tightly 

coupled case or a loosely coupled case, as shown in Figure 1.                                              

 

Figure 1.  Internetworking architecture between WLAN and cellular network 

  

Loose Coupling:  

 
In this approach, the WLAN requires no direct links to the 3G cellular network, and less control 

overhead. The gateway directly connects the WLANs to the internet backbone. The main 

advantage of the loose coupling approach is the independent deployment of the two domains is 

needed for internetworking i.e. less interdependency. In this implements mobile IP, authorization 

and accounting service to integrate with the UMTS home AAA server. This server enables 

exchanging accounting information and billing information between WLAN and UMTS 

networks. In this architecture, WLAN and cellular networks are two separate access networks. 

The wireless access network is attached to the internet backbone, and the UMTS network is 

attached to the cellular (UMTS) core network. The overall architecture is loosely- coupled 

because the data path of the WLAN is completely separated from the data path of the UMTS 

network. This integration architecture facilitates billing and authentication but does not provide 
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Radio Resource Management (RRM) or QoS support. To overcome this drawback, various 

mechanism and model have been designed for WLAN and UMTS network.                                                      
                                                                                            

 

Figure 2. Performance of integrated Network based on throughput using loose coupling 

                  

2.2 Tight Coupling: 

 
In this approach, the access point (AP) of the WLAN is directly connected to the 3G cellular core 

network, and these two networks have to share the entities of authentication, mobility 

management, and radio-resource allocation. The main advantage of the tight coupling mechanism 

is the efficient mobility management; i.e., UMTS mobility management features are applied to the 

integrated networks [11]. It  offers  service continuity, which includes billing and AAA services. 

Therefore, inter-domain seamless mobility can be achieved, while reducing handoff latency. The 

gateway of the WLAN hides the detail of the WLAN network to the UMTS core network and 

executes all the UMTS protocols (mobility management, authentication, authorization and 

accounting) requires in a UMTS radio access network (RAN). The different network will share 

the same authentication, signaling, transport and billing infrastructures independently from 

protocols used at the physical layer on the radio interface. This approach however has many 

drawbacks because the UMTS core network interfaces are directly exposed to the WLAN 

networks. This means that the same operator must own the two networks. The disadvantage of the 

tight coupling approach is that, as the data traffic of WLAN traverse via the UMTS network, they 

potentially create a bottle neck in the UMTS network. Moreover, this technique is considered 

more complicated than the loose coupling technique, because different wireless network protocol 

stack need to be compatible for such type of integration [12]. 
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                Figure 3. Performance of integrated Network based on throughput using tight coupling 

 

3. SYSTEM   MODEL 

 
3.1   New Proposed Economic Model  for  Radio Resource 

 
To evaluate network welfare of the allocated bandwidth in heterogeneous wireless network, we 

have proposed a new economic model with a simulated comparison of Siris and Chens model. 

Utility function has the characteristic of increasing as well as strictly concave and twice 

differentiable. Suppose x is the bandwidth assigned to user and p is the price per unit bandwidth 

which is paid by network service provider. If U (b) is the network utility that is attained from 

bandwidth b, the function U (b) - b. p can be used to describe the welfare of a single user from 

assigned radio resource.  If we increase the bandwidth, the user gains more network utility but 

there is a problem of optional trade off.  The welfare model defined by Chen et al. [4] is given as    

                           

                                                       U (b, x) = exp (-(b-x) 
2   

) 

                                                                =0, if b<x                                                                     (1) 

 

Where x is the desired resource mobile user and b is actual data rate.  

 

The welfare model defined by siris is given as   

  

                                                       U(x) = 1- e -b x                                                                       (2) 

  

Our proposed new welfare model can be written as 

 

                                                       Up (b, x) = exp (-6(b-x) 
2
)/x 

2
)                                              (3)        

                                       

It is normally seen that new call will be dropped if there is not enough bandwidth available to 

meet the new call. But proposed welfare model contributes a new idea to resolve the issue.   
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Simulated graph for three models i.e. Figure 4 is the example. Figure 4 depicts the comparison of 

three different economic model based on Network Welfare. 

 

                        Figure 4.  Performance of various economic model using allocated bandwidth  

 

The proposed welfare model has the following features. 

 

• If  the actual bandwidth exceeds the user request ,the user  welfare decreases at a faster speed 

than the welfare in the model. So there is no chance for over assignment. 

• When the assigned bandwidth exactly meets the bandwidth request, the welfare of the user is the 

maximum. 

 

3.2 UFAS Mechanism  
 

Utility function based access selection method can be classified into three parts. Cell 

classification, utility function computation  , target cell determination. Cell classification is to 

filter out infeasible cells and depends upon following constraint. I) Signal strength constraint - 

Mobile node measures the signal strength. If the received signal strength exceeds threshold value 

then the cell will be feasible. II) Cell admission constraint - This constraint is used to check if the 

admittance of the service request affects the QoS requirements of existing connections. III) RF 

module constraint - We have designed one WCDMA and one WLAN module for an MN. MN 

can choose  any one from both network. 

The utility function of a cell for an MN service can be defined as [5] 

 

                                    U(s) = f R, n (s) * f D, n (s) *f E, n (s) *f V, n (s)                               

(4) 

 

Where f x, n (s), x=R, D, E, and V denote evaluation functions for data rate, delay, packet error rate 

(PER), and mobility respectively. 
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The function f R, n (s) is defined by 

 

                                    f R, n  (s) = G((1+α)R n(s);R*(s))   when R n(s)<R*(s) 

 

                                                 = 0;                otherwise                                                                (5) 

 

G (・) is given by             

                                   G(x; µ) = exp [-(x- µ) 2/ (2* µ  2)]                                              

 

The function f D, n   (s) and f E, n   (s) is defined by  

 

                                   f D, n  (s) = G((1+ α)D n(s);D*(s))   when D n(s)<D*(s) 

 

                                                = 0;                otherwise                                                                (6) 

 

                                   f E, n  (s) = G((1+ α)B n(s);B*(s))   when B n(s)<B*(s) 

 

                                                = 0;              otherwise                                                                  (7) 
 

 

3.3 Radio Resource allocation in CDMA uplink 
  

Consider the QoS  requirement of the best effort traffic, in which mobile users are only concerned 

with the average throughput of successful data transmissions. Therefore, the effective throughput 

is given by the product ri pi (γi) of the transmission rate ri and the probability of successful packet 

transmission pi (γi).  The welfare from mobile user i can be written [2] as B (ri pi (γi), Ri pi (φi)) 

where Ri is the requested bandwidth by mobile user i and φi is the target SINR to guarantee the 

BER/PER QoS requirement. 

Obviously, pi (γi) depends on the received SINR γi   

 

i.e., we have                           pi (γi) = (1 – BER (γi))
 n    

                                                                             

                                                                                                                                                   (8) 

 

Where n is the length of one packet, and BER (γi) is the BER at SINR γi. 

 

 

BER has been given as 

                                      BER=1/2[1-1/�1 � �
����	 � �


� �1 � �
��  MK � 1�]                                          

(9) 

 

Where L means the process gain, N is the number of interference cells, M is the number of multi-

paths, K is the number of active users, and σ2 is the power of the Rayleigh envelope. Proposed 

economic model  for CDMA Uplink can be formulated as                                                                          

                                             Maximize    �����,��|���   ∑ "����#�$��%, &�#�$'�%�()�*�  
                                                                 �� + 0    ��  + '�     ∑ �� ��  � - ./                                                      $10%                                                                                                                                       
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From, we know that the maximum network welfare can be achieved only when perfect power 

control makes the SINR γi equal to φi to provide the BER QoS guarantee for mobile user i.  

The Lagrangian multiplier method can be applied to obtain the unique solution with the constraint 

given by                                                                                              

                                                                 ∑ �� '�  �   ./                                                                                    

(11) 

Because of the monotonicity of the proposed economic model with respect to the actual assigned 

bandwidth. Appling Lagrangian formula we have the relationship between all parameters. Equation can be written as  
   n    4σ�γ4 56�1 � �

����	 � �

� �1 � �

��  MK � 1�7

 � 1 � �

����	 � �
� �1 � �
��  MK � 1�8             

(12)                                                                                                                                                        
3.4   Radio Resource allocation and network welfare in a WLAN system 

 
Similar to the CDMA network, we analyze in detail the resource-usage constraint in the WLAN, 

which corresponds to the maximum throughput under the optimum collision probability. 

The channel utilization has been formulated as [6]:                                          

                                                               R:$p%    <=$<%>=
<	$<%�=? <=$<%>=? <@$<%>@                                                     

(13) 

where σs is the length of a back-off time slot  and Ts and Tc represent the average time period that 

is associated with one successful transmission and one collision, respectively. 

We know, 

                                                 Ts = rts + cts + data + ack + 3si fs + di fs 

                                                 Tc = rts + cts + si fs + di fs 

 

Where rts, cts, data, ack, si fs, and di fs represent the average time of the RTS message, CTS 

message, data  

transmission period, acknowledgement message, short interframe space, and distributed inter-

frame 

space, respectively. To optimize the network it can be formulate on the basis of Lagrangian 

multiplier 

method [1].  

So it can be formulated as      

                                            SB$r4, R4%    ∑ exp6� F$GHI ∑ J	K	 LM %� J	�
�∑ J	�K	LM �� 7N4*�                                                    

(14) 

ωa   is total available bandwidth in network. 

  

4. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

4.1. Simulation Assumptions and Parameters 
               

Table 1. Parameters based on CDMA Technology 

Process gain(L)         1023 

Number  of multipath(N)         4 

Chip rate(w)         3.84 
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Table 2. Parameters based on UFAS Mechanism 

                                               

Required Data rate (bps)       2000 

Measurement value of Data rate(bps)       5000 

Required delay(msec)       300 

Measurement value of delay(msec)       100 

Required PER       .05 

Measurement value of PER       .02 

Radius of cell       300 

Number of cell       19 

 
 

Table 3. Parameters based on WLAN Technology 

 

 

4.2. Evaluation Based on Performance 
 

Here, we carry out simulated results for both CDMA and WLAN networks. New proposed 

economic model has been implemented to evaluate the performance. Figure 5 depicts three 

scenarios as well as two comparisons. Maximum value for Network Social Welfare increases with 

higher values of Scaling factor  and decreases hyperbolically against increasing  value of  signal 

quality. Beta remains unchanged at this point of time. On the other scenario, Maximum Network 

Social Welfare increases with lower values of Beta maintaining SF as unchanged.  Figure 6 and 7 

are simulated delay and PER performance in UFAS mechanism. UFAS selects the suitable cell 

according to PER, data rate, delay, and mobility. It is possible 

 

that a cell with mildly lower channel quality (higher PER) has better system throughput or the less 

number of handoffs. In case of coupled heterogeneous networks we have assumed 12 users at the 

beginning. Performance of both the maximum network social welfare and the maximum number 

of users are analyzed here. From Figure 8, the point can be noted that our new proposed 

mechanism can increase the network social welfare by about 12% through admitting more users. 

Single network access mechanism can also improve the network welfare .Figure 9 indicates that 

our new  proposed RRM and access mechanism can have near about 20% more users than the 

UFAS mechanism. In case of CDMA network, when the number of mobile users gradually 

increases, the total social welfare of heterogeneous network is investigated. 
 

 

Scaling factor         .5 

The power of Rayleigh envelop         2 

Average time to Request to send(msec)       20 

Average time to Clear to send (msec)       20 

Average time to Data transmission period(msec)       2 

Average time to Acknowledgement(msec)       15 

Number of  mobile user       20 

Required bandwidth       500 
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           Figure 5. Performance of Maximum welfare ratio using different interference ratio in CDMA 

 
 

 
  

                                          Figure 6. Performance of Delay in UFAS Mechanism 
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                                             Figure 7. Performance of PER in UFAS Mechanism 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Performance of various mechanism using different guarantee of signal quality 
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Figure 9. Performance of proposed RRM and UFAS mechanism using total social welfare 

 

 5. CONCLUSIONS 

  
In this paper, radio-resource usage constraint is allocated to mobile users based on our new 

proposed economic model. Perfect signal quality is required to maximize the network social 

welfare. Expression for network welfare based on CDMA and WLAN has been mentioned above. 

Simulated results for heterogeneous network have concluded that the proposed RRM mechanism 

achieves maximum network welfare and provides better services compared with other schemes.  
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